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We wish our suggestions in former issues with regard to securing new
subscribers for the Visitor would
have brought more responses.
The
number of new names, to take advantage of our special offer, three
months free for new subscribers—is
not large.
It looks as tho' but few
•9. sufficiently interested to make an
"Sort to swell t h e subscription list.
ther denominations it is large
laid on t h e ministers to recommend
the church paper to the congregations.
We wonder whether not
something could be done to secure
favorable results? An increased subscription list is what the Evangelical
Visitor needs.
Can it be brought about ?

A protracted meeting is to be held
at t h e Free Grace church in Lykens
Valley Pa., dist., beginning Nov. 19.
Bish. C. N. Hostetter is expected to
have charge of the meetings.
The
Our Daily Text Calender for 1917
brethren extend a hearty invitation
is
ready for distribution. We would
to all who can to attend these serbe pleased to send one to every famvices.
ily where the Visitor goes. The price
is only 25 cents singly, post paid, five
Special meetings are announced to copies for $1.00, and 12 for $2.25.
begin at Peqisea M. H. Lancaster Co., Special terms to agents who buy in
We wrould like to
m the 12th., inst., with Eld. Lafay- larger quantities.
ette Shoaltz in charge.
We hope secure an agent in every community.
(Continued on page 4.
the' Lord will bless the effort and
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It is proposed to unite, in Canada,
^
Protestant
dominant
,
,„,,,..
^,
,.
churches—Methodist, Congregationalist and Presbyterian—thus formj n g. a strong united single church.
Favorable action towards t h a t end
h a s b e e n t a k e n b 7 a11 o f t h e
three
J
bodies. Great advantages and much
0 f blessing are anticipated from the
But will the
m i i o n if accomplished.
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cipated?
Dr. J. M. Gray expresses
Editor—GEO. DETWILER.
doubt when it is considered from the
_ _
____,
„_. s t a n d p o i n t of witnessing to the
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
t r u t h s of t h e Bible, and the setting
PER Y E A R ,
$1.00
„ ,,
„ .,
,
,
.,
,
six MONTHS,
.50
forth of the personal salvation to be
T„ " ^ O j g - w ^ ^ i ^ * > « found only in Jesus Christ.
I t appears t h a t the Christian Science MonREMiTTANCEs SHOULD B E MADE BY i t o r speaks favorably of the union,
P. O. M O N E Y ORDER or B A N K DRAFT

., „

.1 ' " _

f, . ,

which fact Dr. Gray thinks is a cauEntered as Second Class Matter Dec tionavy signal, in t h a t when an ene80, 1912, at the post office at Grantham, my praises you it is time to be susPennsylvania, under the Act of Mar. 3, picious of the motive behind it. The
18 9
^
paper mentioned favors the union beOFFICE MAN-GBR
cause it will put an end to the "comGEQRGE DETWILER.
petitive attitudes and practices" of
——
the Protestant forces, and t h a t the
ASSOCIATES:
nation needs unity "to face the probBISH. W. 0. BAKER,
Louisville Ohio, lems of immigration, economic develELD. E. H. HESS,
Grantham, Pa. opment and political reconstruction"
———
—•
which the war has served to make
NOTICE:—The da+e printed after your more acute. Dr. Gray does not quesname on the label denotes the time t ion t h a t these problems are acute,

X„£°tt fnUtheTuturr' 11
1175 Bailey St., is the new address
of the editor.
*—*.

b u t M l s t o See t h a t t h e C h u r c h

'

aS

t h e body of Christ, bears more t h a n
an
indirect relation to them, as her
mission is not earthly but heavenly,
and only as she is faithful to her hea-

I believe in plenary inspiration and v e n l f, c f ™ g w i l * h f i n ^ e n c e , b e
I humbly look to t h e Lord for a plen- l o r t h e betterment of earthly condiary fulfillment of everything t h a t He tions. Anything t h a t tends to "weakhas put on record.—Spwrgeon.
en her testimony to the discriminat-
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ing doctrines of grace will minimize
this faithfulness to her heavenly calling. The maintaining of a pure gospel is of greater and more vital importance t h a n to unite t h e rival
churches so as to avoid their maintenance when present and future
burdens of taxation threaten.
The
Christian Science Monitor minimizes
the distinction among the churches
by saying t h a t traditions and controversies of the past in which t h e rank
and file have no present interest is
all t h a t is back of such distinction,
which is a sad commentary on the
state of the spiritual life of the
churches of to day.
The fault of
this condition. Dr. Gray thinks, may
be laid at the door of the institutions
t h a t supply the ministerial output,
If during the last half century these
had been "faithful to t h e Holy Scriptures. the rank and file of today
would have an interest in these sacred t r u t h s which would bode better
for the religious life of Canada than
the proposed union."
Dr. Gray's
closing paragraph is as follows:

terference on the part of" divine providence and grace."
,,,

The editor of Our Hope declares in
a recent issue t h a t professing Christians may be divided into two classes,
not meaning, however, the saved and
unsaved, or those who merely profess
to believe the Gospel and those who
possess the grace of God.
But, owing to the tremendous events transpiring during the last two years, unspeakable in its horrors, thousands of
Christian believers have been awakened and they have turned to the
Word of God for light and help. He
writes t h a t "the evidences of this
turning to the Scriptures, especially
to the prophetic Word, are seen from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from
the northern plains to the Gulf coast.
A blessed revival in the study of t h e
Bible is going on.
Bible Conferences, in which the t r u t h is taught,
are largely attended everywhere.

"We believe in the unity of the
Spirit which God Himself made for
us on the day of Pentecost, and of
which all true believers in Christ are
partakers. But this is a unity which
we are to endeavor to keep and not
to make.
The same word (Eph. 4 :
2, 3) tells us how to keep it, but
there is not the slightest likelihood
t h a t it will be kept any the better
after this union is effected than before.
Were we moved to prophecy,
our prediction would be in the opposite direction.
The tower of Bable

But the deepest interest is manifested when the Return of our Lord, and
what is promised with t h a t event,
is preached.
There is a great longing in thousands of hearts to know
these things.
All this we know is
the work of the Holy Spirit,
The
midnight cry is heard once more.
Once more, we doubt not for the last
time, there is a mighty stir, the virgins arise, trim their lamps and go
forth to meet the coming bridegroom.
We cannot help but believe
t h a t thousands upon thousands of

TWQ

CLASSES QF

CHEISTIANS

was a great union, but it made for H i s P e o P , e a r e b e i n £ l e d o u t i n t o a
j . ,, •
,
v
. ,,
. , , better knowledge of the Lord and His
disunion, and our hope in the midst , ,
, ~
-,
•, • j. J.,
i
blessed Gospel and into the surrendof the latitudinariamsm (tolerance in e r e d Ufe _
W e k n o w s u c h i g t h e cage_
speculative religious opinions) of the The testimony of teachers who have
present time is a corresponding in- borne witness to these t r u t h s for the
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last twenty years is bearing now a
precious fruit.
We praise God for
what we see and hear and we know
the blessed work begun will continue
and the remnant of God's faithful
ones will be increased.
It is the
great responsibility of all who know
these things to be active and serve
as never before.
"But there is another class. We
are sorry to say it is the larger
class. They are, of course, church
members.'
As to the real truth of
God they are ignorant.
As to the
present day conditions they are indifferent and hold to the unscriptural
view that the world is rapidly getting better.
Even the great happenings in the world today do not
arouse them. Alas! Their condition is often the result of the men to
whom they listen and w7ho are themselves ignorant of the truth. Their
preaching is 'peace, peace!'
And
thus the great mass of professing
Christians are kept in ignorance and
are led to believe a false hope. But
as it is now, so was it before.
The
same two classes were known in
Israel's history."
A SPECIAL WORD FROM AFRICA.
A letter from Bro. Walter Winger
of the Mtshabezi Mission, South Africa, received just as we are making
up this issue, gives information of
two important matters which all
should read carefully.
1. On Sept.. 14 a mail car from
Cape Town north caught fire and
much mail was burned.
Of 250
bags only 24 were found intact. Two
letters received at Mtshabezi were
badly burned yet not ruined a fate
that may have met other letters for
the missionaries in the same. post.
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This notice is to inform friends who
may have written to the missionaries
and possibly sent Postal Orders about that time so they can send
tracers after such letters at their
earliest convenience.
2. All mail for the workers at
Mtshabezi should be addressed to
Bulawayo, South Rhodesia, Private
Bag, and not to Gwanda the former
address.
This we stated once before, and the correct address will be
found in the Missionary Addresses.
They have quite a bit of trouble to
get the mail that is addressed to
Gwanda.
Bro. Winger also states that Bro.
and Sr. Taylor had arrived at Matopo
Mission, and would visit Mtshabezi.
The weather was cooler at date of
writing, Sept. 25.
They were expecting to move into the new building soon.
NOTES AND SPECIAL MENTION.
(Continued from page 1.)
A Daily Text Calendar should be on
the wall of every home, yea, one in
the bedroom of every member of the
family, would be better.
When
once one has become used to having
one using the text for meditation day
by day, there will be a sense of lost
ness if one has to be without. Send
your orders or inquiries about terms
NOW.
Special meetings in many districts
of the Brotherhood are either in
progress now or will be held in the
near future. Kansas is being stirred
up in a number of districts, Bishop
J. R. Zook and Eld. J. R. Eyster are
the laborers being used of the Lord
in that state. Eld. V, L. Stump is,
or will be, laboring at Bertie, Ont,
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and, we suppose, at other places in
Canada, Eld. Abner Martin at
Gratersford and Souderton, Pa., Bish.
J. K. Bowers at Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
D. W. Brehm at Fairland, Pa., in
December, and several other points,
Bish. 0. B. Ulery in Harrisburg, Pa.
There is much need of prayer in behalf of all these efforts.

urday all the. preparations had been
made and the work so disposed of
that all who wished could attend and
enjoy the services.
The weather was mostly favorable,
altho Saturday afternoon brought
showers outside, but all were comfortably housed and showers of blessing fell in the assembly. God graciously blessed the ordinance services
on Saturday evening.
The attendance was good, altho'
the number was not as large as we
had expected, but sufficiently large to
nearly fill the meeting room by those
who participated in the ordinance
services.
Visiting ministers were present
from Cumberland including Grantham, from Juniata and Lykens Valley, from Lancaster Co.. and from
the different parts of the home district: so the spiritually hungry were
well fed.
There was freedom in
testimony whenever opportunity offered.
On Sunday evening Eld. J. H. Myers was yet present and preached the
word. - He has since gone to Florida
to spend the winter.

Thru the kindness of our nephew
and niece, Bro. and Sr. C. T. Heisey
of Mechanicsburg, Pa., we were permitted to make an auto trip to Montgomery Co., recently and visit a number of relatives. On Sunday Oct. 29,
we attended worship at the Gratersford M. H. and enjoyed the fellowship with the saints.
Before the
services we were able to make a brief
visit to our aged sister, Catherine
Kohl, who is not able to leave home
anymore on account of bodily infirmities. While she was able to go she
was a faithful attendant at religious
gatherings and enjoyed them, but
now that she is shut in she is contented and happy in the consciousness of her Lord's gracious presence
and finds that His grace is sufficient.
We were favored with fine weather
and good roads, and the auto that Some subscription, credits have excarried us behaved grandly not giv- pired, some three months and more,
ing the least trouble.
and our expectation, of their being renewed has so far not come to pass.
Are you one of them?
If so please
The love feast here at Harrisburg
renew NOW.
is in the past.
It was anticipated
with gladness yet not without some
concern as the preparing and getting I believe in Young People's prayer^
ready for such a gathering means no meetings, but that the old people
small amount of work, and helpers should be there also.
I believe in
are not always as plenty as they Old People's prayermeetings but that
should be for such occasions.
But the young people should be there too.
apparently the Lord worked and the The old and the young modify each
response of willing workers was other. The young keep the old from
quite sufficient for the needs. When aging too fast, and the old steadythe time of meeting arrived on Sat- the young.—Dr. W. O. Baker.
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BIBLE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

CONTRIBUTED

SCHOOL MOTES.

MISCONSTRUED SCRIPTURE.

ART.
Saturday evening the 4th. inst. a
number of students and teachers attended t h e communion service in the
rf
Home Chapel at Harrisburg.
se,
The P u r i t y Society had its regular
meeting Monday evening the sixth
inst.
An address "The Safeguards
of Youth" was delivered by Bishop
H. G, Light from Cleona, Pa.
He
graphically portrayed what influence
environment has on an individual.
The majority of those who are sick
with the typhoid are convalescing
rapidly.
One new case developed
since our last report.
The program for the Bible Conference to be held Jan. 20-28 is being
arranged for.
We t r u s t t h a t as
many as can will plan to be with us
for the entire conference of nine
days.
It will help to fulfill I Tim.
2: 15 and be ready for I Pet. 3 : 15
when we are asked as to our faith.
I LOVE HIM FAR BETTER.

By J

R

now

-

ZOOK

T t a m e s t thou? aand be baptized, and wash away
t h y sins etc."
Many have construed this passage
of
scripture, to mean t h a t water in
baptism washes away our sins.
Others claim it means t h a t our sins
are
forgiven in the act of immersion,
and that
without baptism we cannot
receive pardon,
Is this hypothesis correct?
Let
us
search the scriptures,
John 4
> .1 • "Jesus made and hap*
tized m o r e
disciples than John." This
wa
s the method Jesus employed, and
His
example and practice makes it
-==*
:
,
; g=as
to me,
There Jesus spoke sweetly to my weary
soul,
M
y s i n s y e r e forgiven He made my heart
whole.
"

And

-

vm.

wh

How r

* c h ?S t h e b l e s s i n g t h e W O r l d ='m~
not give,
I'm satisfied fully for Jesus to live;
Tho friends ma
'
y forsake me and tria,s
ame
>
Tm
trusting in Jesus, His love never dies.
There is no one like Jesus can cheer me
to-dav
love "and'Hig k i n d n e s s c a n ne-er fade
awav
I n w i n t e r j j n s u m m e r , i,L sunshine and
_
rain,
His love and affection are always the
same.

It pays to serve Jesus. I speak from my
heart;
He'll always be with us If we do our
part >
There s naught in this wide world, can
pleasure afford;
ffis
There s peace and contentment.
In Serving the Lord.
And oft when I'm tempted to turn from
the track
I think of my Savior my mind wanders
back
To the place where they nailed Hiw on W i l 1 ?™ x h a v e , t h i s b l e s s i l l S t h a t J e s l t s
Calvary's tree
"
bestows?
I hear a voice saying, I suffered for thee. f/re.e M 1 salvation as everyone knows;
Oh sinner, poor sinner, to Calvary flee,
There's a place that remembrance still The blood of my Savior was shed there
brings back to me,
for thee.
'Twas there I found pardon, 'twas heaven
Sel. by Sara (Jraeie,
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clearer and stronger than words, and
cannot be misunderstood.
Notice the verbage of the Great
Commission—"Go ye, therefore, anil
make disciples of all the nations, bap'tizing them into the name," etc. First
make disciples, and then baptize
them.
It don't say make disciples
by baptizing them.
Christ in His
earth life many times forgava men
their sins and never made baptism a
qualification for pardon.
His word
of pardon was sufficient without any
works whatever.
Peter on the day of Pentecost said
—"Repent, and be baptized every
one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for (unto) the remission of
sins," etc. Be baptized because of,
or, in addition to, the forgiveness of
your sins.
Peter in the case of
Cornelius, said, when the Holy Spirit
fell upon them, "Can any man forbid
water that these should not be baptized, which have received the Holy
Spirit as well as we?" Now, if baptism were necessary for the washing
away of sins, then Cornelius would
not have any need of that ordinance,
because he not only had the forgiveness of sins, but the baptism of the
Spirit also. But Peter declares him
most highly qualified and eligible for
the ordinance because he had not
only been forgiven his sins, but had
also the anointing of the Holy Spirit,
and therefore commanded him to be
baptized in water.
Some even insist and teach, that
in the act of baptism we receive the
anointing of the Spirit.
Did you
ever hear that class of teachers testify to the experience of the baptism
of the Spirit?
There is no case
given in the Scriptures in which the
Holy Spirit was poured out upon the
individual in the very act of baptism
—it was either before or after bap-

7

tism. (Acts 10: 47; 19: 5, 6).
But what about our text? for ii
says "Be baptized and wash away
thy sins."
Let us review Paul's conversion
then we can more intelligently dispose of the text, Paul was on his
way to Damascus with letters of authority to persecute the Christians.
The power of God smote him to the
earth. He inquired and prayed for
three days and nights, fasting.
Ananias was sent to him by the
Lord, and he laid hands on him, say-*
ing, "Brother Saul, the Lord, even
Jesus, that appeared unto thee in
the way as thou earnest hath sent
me, that thou mightest receive thy
sight, and be filled with the Holy
Spirit."
The record shows that immediately he received his sight and evidently
received the infilling of the Spirit
also and then was baptized,
It would have been absurd for
Ananias to pray for Paul to be filled
with the Holy Spirit had he yet, at
the time of his prayer, been unfor-^
given.
So the only intelligent conclusion
we can reach is this—that Paul was
converted, his sins forgiven when
Ananias reached him (for he called
him brother,) and in answer to
Ananias' prayer he was healed and
filled with the Spirit, after which he
was baptized, which ordinance is an
outward sign of an inward, work.
There is the memory of sis as well
as the guilt of sin. There is no doubt
that the guilt of committed sin was
gone, but here. was the awful memory of sin, which even followed Paul
up somewhat in after life, and caused him to exclaim that he was not
wTorthy to be called an apostle for
the way he had persecuted the saints.
Now it is evident that the memory

8
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of his sins troubled Mm greatly right
at his conversion and he hesitated
somewhat to be baptized feeling too
unworthy.
But he was instructed to arise, and
be baptized and wash away, or forget
his sins, and he humbly and quickly
obeyed. " Many souls have been defeated on the point of unworthiness,
feeling.
Des Moines, la.
_
A BEMABKUH^ ANSWEE TO
—
By w„ a. SMITH.
About one hundred years ago, the
following remarkable answer to the
prayer of a young Methodist girl,
took place in southern Ohio, in the
section of country in which my mother was bom,
It may appear incredible, and few,
if any, may believe it, but it was
vouched for by the early pioneers,
who affirmed that it was an actual
fact.
We do know that God is not limited as to ways and means to help and
answer the cry of His earthly children in their time of need and distress even though He should use
dumb animals to bring about the desired results.
A young Methodist preacher had
so incurred the enmity of a gang of
outlaws and camp rowdies who disturbed and tried to break up his
meetings, that force was used and
some of them captured and fined, and
they threatened to take his life at
the first opportunity that presented
itself.
One of the outlaws was severely
wounded and taken to the house of
one of the settlers, where he was
tenderly nursed by a young woman,
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who was a great admirer of the
preacher whose life was threatened.
While caring for the helpless man,
he told her of the plot to kill the
young preacher.
And as he now
showed a repentent spirit urged the'
young girl to go on a secret mission
at night, and warn the preacher of
the impending plot against his life,,
He told her that no man would be
allowed to carry the message, as
every trail was watched but that she
could pass without being suspected.
The

distance

to

be

traveled

was

near forty miles, one half of which
was through the deep woods by a
lonely bridle path.
The young girl
greatly feared to undertake the mission, but was so strongly pursuaded
by the outlaw that she finally consented.
Securing a horse she started one
evening about dusk.
As she neared the dark woods, being so overcome
with fear and the unknown dangers
before, she stopped her horse, and
lifting her clasped hands to heaven,
earnestly prayed to God to guide,
protect and give success to her raission, and then started on again. Suddenly there came out of the gloaming
shadows of the woods, two large
strong beautiful white dogs, one of
which took its place in advance, and
the other behind the horse, and trotted along the trail.
The girl was greatly surprised at
the appearance of the dogs, but her
fears were gone and she wondered at
the strange answer to her prayer.
Near morning she stopped at a settier's cabin to feed the horse, and
secure some refreshment for, herself.
The dogs laid down in the yard, taking no notice of anything even when
spoken to.
But when the young
woman came out to resume her journey, they greeted her with every
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demonstration of joy and delight
THE CROWNING WAE H E .
known to dumb animals.
Mounting
viz:
her horse t h e girl again proceeded on
SALVATION B Y BATTLE.
the way, the two dogs taking their
former places as a guard
But as
^ of "thege d a y g of
The mogt ^
soon as daylight came and she enter- W a r / t h e f a t a l h
^
nQW
ed the prairie land, the two beauti- i n g ] f k e w i l d f i r e - T h a t Death in Batful white dogs wagging a friendly m B l o t s Q u t g i n #
farewell, as ^suddenly left her and
R e a d t h i s f r o m M a m a l N o > 22> i s .
struck off through the woods and W b y ^ C h u r c h E x t e n s i o n A s s o _
disappeared no one knows whither d a t i o n _ a R i t u a l i s t i c S o c i e t y .
while she thanked them lor their
.
„"••,,
. . . .
Among the thousands who have laid
friendly company, rejoicing m so vi d o w n t h e i r l i v e g o n l a n d a n d s e a d n r i n g
sible a token of God's love and care the #ast terrible months there were many
over her.
who were formerly careless, if not openSpeculation is useless as to where ly irreligious. We may believe that the
these dogs came from, or where they ewilling
offering of their lives in the
went, for they had never been seen a T / f f&* .?*• ^ t i c e ^ w i l l be ae, „
.j
. .
cepted as m itself a purification.
before or afterward by human eye.
clergyman
Again.
w
ange]ican
The young woman finally met t h e ( t M s t i m e a n A r m y C h a p i a i n ) t e l l s
preacher and by her timely warn- M s hearers t h a t to die in such a war
ing saved his life, whom she shortly a g t M g i g «A p a s s p o r t t o Heaven."
after this remarkable occurrence T h i s n e w d o c t r i n e h a s a l s o b e e n
married.
preached bv certain Congregational
This old time pioneer account of m i n i s t e r s > b y the Bishop of London,
an answer to prayer may appear as a n d b y F a t h e r B a r n a r d Vaughan, the
an idle tale, and highly improbable to j e s u i t — b u t by whomsoever it is
many people and not believed. But p r e a c h e d it is a cruel error. A fata!
God has all of the resources of the d e lusion. a Satanic deception!
It is
universe at His command, and it t h e d e v i r s I a t e g t a t t e m T ) t t o make
what He wants to use does not exist, b a t tl e field heroism the way of salvaHe creates it to serve His divme pur- t i o n _ a n d t h u s f o g e t a s M e t h e a]1_a_
pose, and then m some mysterious t o n m g Sacrifice of t h e blessed Son of
way to us, disposes of it.
(jod
Selected.
Because one does not know and
understand all of the wonderful work
ings of God in nature,, as well as in W h a t Thou hast given to me, Lord,
grace, is no proof t h a t they are not _,,
" e r f \. bring Ihee,
,
TUT
j-i i ti. ±
J
Odour and light, and the magic ot
true.
I believe t h a t the two dogs
o-nldwere sent in place of two angels, or F e e t w M c h ' m u s t f o l l o w T h e 6 j I i p s
some other means, because t h e girl
which m u s t sing for Thee,
was familiar with these dumb ani- Limbs which m u s t ache for Thee, ere
mals, and the , heavenly messengers
they grow old.
would only have frightened her, and
«^»<».__
t h a t under God's direction t h e dogs
_,
, ••
„
„ „T;
u
TT- „, „ * ,„ „ r „u „•„ ,„
The Mangbetta tribe in West
could serve His purpose as. well-as an A M c a b i n / t h e i r c M l d r e n » s h e a d s
angel of light.
w j t h s b o e i a c e S ; s o t h a t their heads
Pryor, Okla.
may grow back, but not up.
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HOME

in the
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MISSIONARY ADDRESSES.
H, P. and Grace Steigerwald,
Eli. H J and Emma Frey„ A. C. Winger, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South
Africa.
H. Frances Davidson, Lewis Steekley,
Mrs. Sallie Boner, Macha Mission, Choma,
H. W, Rhodesia, South Africa.
Walter 0. and Abbie B, Winger, Miss
Hannah Baker, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Cora Alvis, Mtshabezi Mission, Bulawayo,
Private Bag, So. Rodesia, South Africa.
Eld,. Isaac 0. and A. Alice Lehman,
box 5263. Johannesburg, South Africa.
IiVDIA.

Eld, H. L. and Katie Smith, Saharsa,
Bhogalpur dist... B. & N. Wn Ry. India.
Bawd H. and Lottie Rohrer, Effie Rohrer, Ruth Byer, Anita and Gladys Zarger.
Dauram Madhipura, North Bhagalpur,
B. & W Ey., India.
tPtfllow&ng

aoi

u n d e r Ifoi-eijsii
Board.

Mission

Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Andra, B.
N. 1. India.
Address of missionaries on furlough.
Mary E. Heisey, Clayton, Ohio R. R,
1. Box 17,
Elizabeth Engle 211 E. 7th St. Abilene, Kansas,
(JUR CITY MISSIONS.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Kawley St., in
charge of Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St.,
in charge of Sr. Sarah Bert, Bro. K. L.
Brubaker and Sr. Nancy Shirk.
Bes Moines, Iowa, Mission. 1194 14th.,
St., in charge of Eld. J. R. and Anna
Zook.
J&bbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
charge of E, N. and Adella Engle, R. 3.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in
charge of W, H. and Susie Boyer.
San Francisco Mission, 3739-20th. St,
in charge ef Sr. Lizzie Winger and
workers.
Philadelphia Mission 3423 N 2nd St.,
in charge of Eld. Wilbur Snyder & wife.
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DAYTON MISSION.

We will endeavor to give one more
report of the work here. We are now
in the midst of a revival effort for the
salvation of precious souls. We have
with us our dear Bishop J. N. Hoover,
declaring unto us the precious truths of
the Word, both to the church, and to the
unsaved. It is our prayer that old-time
conviction may fall upon this people, and
community, and that an old-time revival may come to pass at this place, that
souls may be heard at the midnight hours
calling upon God, confessing their sins
and backslidings, and that believers may
become willing to make a complete surrender of their all, and really die out to
all self, and carnality, and be wholly
sanctified by the infilling of the Holy
Ghost: also that the church may be awakened to a real sense of her duty to
Almighty God, and responsibility in behalf of this lost and unsaved world.
To be a true child and a follower of
the Lord in this dark and sinful time,
and perform the whole will of God, and
live an exemplary life so like our precious Lord that it will be convincing,
and influential at this time of the near
closing of the Gentile age, does certainly
mean more then a cold formality of
church membership. My dearly beloved
brethren and sisters, is it not a sad scene
indeed as we behold the spiritual drouth
all over our land? Very few have complete victory in their lives over every
form of sin, and who have a real passion
for the unsaved, and are travailing before our God of heaven in prevailing
prayer for the lost of this world.
Just
as a lady of a church membership of about seven hundred, came to our home
a few days ago, for prayer, saying, in
their evening prayer service, there would
be out of this approximate seven hundred
members eight to twelve members in at-
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tendance. Just think of it, a little more
than one out of each hundred attend the
one most essential service of the worship
of God. But when a church social, or
festival is held the church is filled. It
is evident that when the desire, relish
and interest for the true service of prayer in the professed church is declining,
and dying out, it will fill up with cold
formality that can not he satisfied only
by indulging in the vain pleasures, and
enjoyments of this sinful world.
Is it
any wonder that so few souls are being
awakened to their lost condition, when
the professed church in going their way?
If the church acts and does as the world,
how can she hold up the solemn warning
the condemnation, and destruction of
their sins, when guilt, and condemnation
are hanging over her own head?
The
church that will have an influence over
the unsaved, that will lead to conviction,
and repentance, is a sanctified and holy
church, not having spot or wrinkle, and
is without blemish as had been written
to the Ephesian church (Eph. 5: 26, 27).
Jesus loved and died for it, that He
might cleanse and make it a holy church.
Jesus suffered severely outside of the
camp, alone, to make this possible thru
His own blood.
Then to the Hebrews
13: 13, it was written that the individuals of the church might go forth unto
Him without the camp, bearing His reproach.
Very few indeed are to be
found in this our day, who are with Jesus outside of the camp, sharing with
Him in His suffering, and bearing the
reproach of this world, Can we not see
that the professed church in this present age, instead of being reproached and
scorned by this world, the world is befriending her, and has hooked arms and
are journeying side by side? Let us remember, the suffering of Christ outside
of the camp was not in vain, neither was
it for naught.
Except we suffer with
Him there, we will suffer without Him,
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out side of the gates of heaven eternally
with this sinful world in hell.
We are glad to report that our God has
provided for.us a helper in the work at
this place, Sr. Ethel French of Springfield, 0.
She came to join us in the
work Oct. 7, 1916. It is our prayer that
she may remain true and faithful to the
call that the Lord has given her in her
young years.
Also it gives us much
pleasure to report the abundant provisions the Lord has made for our temporal
needs, thru His dear children.
We do
thank all for all you have done. It is
our prayer, that when the time of your
giving is over, you may live, and dwell
with the eternal Giver in glory.
FINANCIAL.
Keport for Oct. 1916.
RECEIPTS.

Hobert Dean, Springfield, 0., $5.00;
Sarah Custer, Springfield, 0., $2.00; Sr.
Cassel, Springfield, 0., $ .50; William
Chattum, Dayton, 0., $1.00; Harvey C.
Lady, Grantham, Pa., $5.00; Mary Dohner, Englewood, 0., $1.00; Florence
Brumbaugh, Dayton, 0., $1.00; Mrs. Wedic, Englewood, 0., $1.00; Libbie Beighard, Troy, 0., $2.00; Eoy Grisso, North
Hampton, 0., $2.00; A sister, $3.00; Susie
Harp, Chicago. 111.. $1.00, Mission Offerings, $5.59. Total, $64.75.
EXPENDITURES.

Table account. $10.27, 1 bbl. flour,
$8.80; electric light, $ .43; gas, $ .68;
car tickets, $1.00: incidentals, $3.70.
Total,. $24,88.
Balance on hand Nov. 1, 1916, $39.87.
POOR FUND.

Balance on hand, $5.52.
RECEIPTS.

In His name, S .93,
Total, $6.45.
Paid out for poor, $1.00,
(
Balance on hand Nov, 1, 1916, $5.4 i
Provisions were donated by Florence
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EXPENSES.
Brumbaugh., Franklin. Etter, Mary Myers,
Annie Hoke, Iva Herr, Elsie Rohrer,
Light, $1.26; fuel, $3,00; provisions,
Daisy Miller, Eliza Engle, Elwood Cassel $5.48. Total, $9.27.
David Kuiisley, Liddie Reichard, Mary
Ualaace due mission Nov. 1, 1916,
Taylor, Ella Etter, Charlotte Myers.
$23.73.
SPECIAL,

OTHER DONATIONS.
Orville Herts, 6-J bu. potatoes, Mrs.
Wedic, 1 gal. sorghum molasses, Anna
Apples, apple butter, corn meal, butReighard, 3 bu, potatoes, Elwood Cassel's ter, baskets of provisions.
I gal. sor ybjttm molasses and one pk. of
A. 0. and Elizabeth Wenger.
sweet po" ,atoes; Albert Kohrer 4-J las.
fresh ¥eal , Susie Heisey clothing for the 4 6 8 C e n t e r St.
poor, Mrs l i k e shoes and clothing for
the poor..
We rem;am sincerely as your Bro. and
PHILADELPHIA MISSION.
Sr. in Oilistian love.

W» H. and Susie Boyer,
K«l Tm;vvl«in- St, D a y t o n , O.

CHAMBERSBURG

ZION MISSION.

Dear .readers, we come in the precious
name of Jesus, thanking you all for the
kindness you have manifested towards
the work at this place in helping in its
support.
May the dear Lord bless you
all. He surely is good. How thankful
we should be to Him for the way He
blesses as with so many good things,
needed for the support of this life, and
also that He gave His Son to come to save
sinners. But Oh, how they reject Him!
But we surely ought to thank Him for
the open, way provided for us. We ask
that yoe all may continue to pray for
us.
FINANCIAL.
Report for October 1916.
-Balance due Mission Oct. 1, $50.68,
RECEIPTS.

Greeting in Jesus' name.
We bring
to our dear readers another month's report of the work at this place. We find
so few today that are concerned about
their soul's salvation.
We feel to say
with Luke 13: 23: "Are there few that
be saved?" And He said unto them:
"Strive to enter in at the strait gate:
for many I say unto you will seek to
enter in and shall not be able." What
a sad condition that will be, when the
door of mercy is closed against us never
to be opened. We find those that seem
to have a desire to come, but fail to
come.
Our prayer to God is that the
Holy Ghost may convict people of their
sins, that they confess their hidden sins,
and get free, then they will be able to
stand when the tests pile up tenfold. May
we be able to sing with the poet,
"I have learned the wondrous secret of
abiding in the Lord,
I have found the strength and sweetness of confiding in His word;
I have tasted life's pure fountain, I am
feasting on His love,
I have lost myself in Jesus, I am sinking into God."

Sr. Soienberger, $2.00; Hope, Kans.,
8. S„ $11.45; Mt. Rock, Pa., S. S., $10.27:
a sister, Montgomery, $5.00; Bro. H. B.
Burkholder, $2,00; Bro. Sam'l BurkholdPraise God for victory through faith
er, $5.00; Sr. Caufman. $ .50.
Total. in the blood.
Savior, Sanctifier, Keep;
'$36.22,
er, Glorious Lord and Coming King.
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Those who 'au e left the deepest impression on this ;?iii-cursed earth have
been men and w.omen of prayer. You will
find that prayer has been the mighty
power that has moved not only God, but
man.
Abraham prayed and an angel
came down to converse with Him. The
apostle James tells us that the prophet
Elijah was a man of like passions as we
are.
I am glad that those men and
women who were so mighty in prayer
were just like ourselves. "We thank God
that His ears are open to our prayers, if
we only ask Him.
Daniel prayed, Elisha prayed and the dead came to life.
We might name many of the faithful
ones in prayer.
Let us take Jesus for
an example of prayer.
Jesus prayed to
His Father for everything. Let me.quote
a few passages.
At Jesus baptism, as
He prayed the heavens were opened and
the Holy Ghost descended on Him. On
the Mount of Transfiguration as He prayed the fashion of His countenance was
changed, and His raiment was white and
glistering, We read again: "It came to
pass in those days that He went out into a mountain to pray and continued all
night in prayer to God."
When Jesus
came down He preached the greatest sermon that was ever preached.
If our
sermons are going to reach the hearts
and consciences of the people we must
be much in prayer to God that there may
he power with the word.

;AL VISITOR
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is disciples around Him, two for
tli lisciples of succeeding ages.
Six
ti; cs in that one prayer He repeats that
Gel had sent Him.
The world looked
upon Him as an imposter. He wanted
them to know that He was heaven-sent
Ee speaks of the world nine times and
makes mention of His disciples and those
who believe on Him fifty times. Jesus'
prayer on the cross was short.
"Father
forgive them, they know not what they
do." May the Lord teach us the value
of effectual prayer. Praise God for His
unspeakable gift.
The brethren and sisters have appointed a lovefeast to be held at this place
Saturday November 25th., beginning at
six o'clock in the evening. We extend
an invitation to the brethren and sisters
to come and enjoy the services with us.
Our prayer to God is, that each one of us
may examine him or herself so that the
Lord can bless our coming together.
We are glad to say that the members
of our mission band still express their
determination to go all the way with
Jesus, and labor for precious souls. While
we do not see the people flocking
home
as
we
would
like
to see them, I am glad Jesus knows our
hearts.
I would say to those that have been
blessed this season with a bountiful harvest if you would feel to send something
here for the poor, we will try and sea
that it goes where it is needed most.
Clothing, or provisions, or anything, will
be acceptable.
If you should want to
send anything by freight, bill it to North
Pen Junction, Philadelphia, Pa.

In the Gospel of John we read that
Jesus prayed at the grave of Lazarus:
"father I thank Thee that Thou hast
heard me." In the twelfth chapter He
prayed to the Father: "My soul is troubled:" Read the entire chapter.
Then
let us look at chapter 17 of John; this is
FINANCIAL,
the longest prayer on record that Jesus
Eeport for October, 1918.
made. You can read it slowly and careBalance on hand Oct. 1st., $45.71.
fully in four or five minutes.
I think
we can learn a lesson here.
RECEIPTS.
In this prayer of our Lord, He made
Bro. Kincaid, Phila., Pa., $ .50; Bro.
seven requests.
One for Himself, four Henry Burkholder, Harrisburg, Pa., $2;
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Sr. Fannie Engle, Phila., $ .50; Bro. J.
W. Hoover, Canada., $2.00; Bro. J. R.
Kuhns and wife Mt. Joy, $5.00; Sr. Sanders, Springfield, 0., $2.00; Bro. and Sr.
Andrew Zercher, Mt. Joy, $10.00; Bro.
Henry Hess, Mt. Joy, $10.00; Sunday
evening offerings, $9.36; Sr. Helen Uler,
Phila., $1.00, Total, $88.07.
EXPENSES.

Water rent for 1916, $5.75; carfare,
$4.25; gas, $3.50; shoes and clothing,
$3.75; stove and pipe for upstairs, $5.10;
coal range repaired, $4.00; stationary
supplies, $ .59; incidentals, $2.31; shoes
for poor, $1.75; table supplies, $24.44;
gospel books, $ .75.
Total, $56.19.
Bal. on hand, Nov. 1, $31.88.
In last report Hope, Kans., should
have been credited, $15.44 instead of
$15.00.
O T H E R DONATIONS.

BrOom by Sr. Mary Stover and Martha
Landis. cabbage and two Gospel Text Calendars by Sister Landis.
We feel to thank our dear brothers
and sisters for their liberal support.
In the interest of precious souls.
Wilbur and Elizabeth Snider.
FOREIGN MISSION FUNDS.
Report from Aug. 1st. to Nov. 1, 1916.
GENERAL FUND.

Aug. 1st.. 1916 balance in Treasury.
$474.36.
RECEIPTS.

Special as a building fund at Johannesburg, from sister E. Groff, Ohio, $20;
for Walter O. Wingers, personal needs,
from Paul Winger, $20.00, part of Conference offering. Pa., $5.00; Young People's Christian Society, Fairland, Pa.,
$9.40; Meehaniesburg, S. S., Pa., $25.00;
Mt. Joy BiMe Class, Pa., $10.68; S, S.
Abilene. Kans.. $50.00; Catherine Leh-
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man, Pa., $8.00; Barbara Lehman, Pa,
$3.00; Jesse and Ella Lehman, Pa., $10;
Des Moines, la., special for Africa, $10;
Pleasant Hill S. S., Kans., $31.50; Clay
County, Kans., S. S. $12.60; Newborn.
Kans., S. S., $32.55; In His Name, Ont..
$4.00; special for poor in India from
Lancaster S. S„ Pa., $45.00; Orlando Martin C. Center, $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Ehlers.
Buffalo, $15.00; Manor-Pequea district.
$34.00; Rosebank, Out., S. S. $12.29;
Simon Cober and wife, Ont., $25.00; Harvest meeting, Hummelstown. Pa.. $70,00;
Irwin H. Gramm, Ohio, $10.00, J. H, Hofi
man, Pa., $5.00; Special for poor in India
from W. 0. Baker, Ohio, $5.00; Christina
Stover, Ont., $10.00: i l l e g a l dist, Pa..
$36.96; special to help purchase cows for
India Mission from Daniel F. Wagner,
Ohio, $5.00; Ramona, Kans. S. S.. $49.00;
J. M. Eshelman Kans.. $25.00; Lillie
Buhler, Kans., $2.00; Sofhes Steinbfeachex, Kans., $10.00; J. B. Moore. Kans..
$5.00; Wm. Steinbreaker. Kans., $25.00;
Christ Brand, Kans., $5.00; Clay Co.
church, Kans., $8.70; Levi Byer, Kans..
$25.00; Cedar Springs church, Pa., $50;
In His Name, Ohio., $25.00; Benjamin
Winger, Sask., $3.00: for the poor in
India from Wainfleet S. S. Ont., $13.64:
for the poor in India from Mary L.
Grove, Kans., $5.00; In His Name. Pa.,
$20,00; for the poor in India from a
Western brother, $5.00: Elizabeth Winger, San Francisco, Cal.. $1.25; for the
poor in India from Manor-Fequea. Pa.,
$22.55; for the poor in India from Gleaners' Class, Cedar Springs, Pa., $10.00:
Rosebank brethren, Kans., $19.75; Howich church, Ont., $17.50; for the poor
in India from Black Creek S. S„ Ont..
$37.00: Black Creek, Ont., •brethren.
$66.19; a brother. Pa.. $100.00; Conoy
church, Donegal Dist., Pa,, $56.59: Donegal dist., Pa., $7.60; Dorothea Keller,
Kans., $5.00; J. E. Haldeman, Kans.,
$20.00; Sarah Bowers, Kans., $5.00; for
the poor in India from J. E. Haldeman.
Kans., $5.00; for the poor in India from
J. M. Sheets, Kans., $a,00: Markhaia dist.
Ont., $71.22; Nottawa dist., Ont, $55,00:
special for Hannah Baker from Nottawa,
Ont., $5.00; special for Miriam Benner to
be paid for out going trip, from Morrison, 111,. $12.00: for India Mission, from
Tulare Co., brethren, Cal., $27.75 for

if
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India from Fannie N. Engle, Pa., $5.00; ed after some of the smaller ones. They
part of conference offering from Ont., are generally put to hulling peanuts and
$25.00; Wainfleet church, Ont., $26.56; s h e i i i n g c o r n .
M y ?SiTt i s to keep the

S™ &5; V&fEL r , t #»*•> - *t**-MiLf"
poor
in
India,
$10.00;
for the h o u s e w o r k a n d b r a i d m a t s ^hers
the
poor
in
India
from prepare husks for mattresses. They sew
Anna Stoker, Pa., $4.50; for India Mis- twice a week, Tuesday and Thursday
sion from H. K. light, Pa., $25.00; Mt. afternoon.
Just at this time most of
J°y Kble Class, $9.00; Anna Myers, R»... ft a r e s e w i
garments for them$120.00; H. A. Stoner, Pa., $35.00: for ,
/
...
m
m e n a11 a r e
Lottie & D. E. Rohrer from D. B. & s e l v e s '
Present there are
Mable Winger, Pa., $5.00; Souderton and twelve including three from the kraals.
Silverdale dist., Pa., $40.00; J. H. Hoff- It keeps us workers busy to keep them
man, Pa., $5.00 for India Mission from busy.
Tree Grace S. S. Pa., $10.00; Interest
Taking up my sewing by the window
credited by Bank $2.33; a brother Mow- j g a w a n a t i v e w o m a n ^
bab
fln
ersville, Pa., $10.00.
Total, $2138.00 ,
,. ,
.
. . .
,
„,
,
'
her back coming in the road.
She sat
DISBURSEMENTS.

^

^

n e a r

b y

^

k i t c h e n

d o o r >

J

w e n t

Special for Walter 0. Winger's person- a n d g r e e ted her with the usual salutaal needs, $20.00: in payment of travel- .
Wa buka ( m
&i{
h
x
ing expenses, Elizabeth Engle, $50.00;
f
'
in payment for traveling expenses, Mary s n e answers, Nda buka (I arose). Her
E, Heisey, _$50.00; H. P. Steigerwald poor baby took my attention at once. It
£100 for special and general needs, was so thin and seemed so weak, and so
$483.00; H. F. Davidson £ 5 0 for special filthy. The first question to the mother
and General needs, $241.50; Walter 0. w a s W h y d o n , t
wash that
baby,s
Winger £ 5 0 for special and general
.
„
,
different expll„es
hl]t
needs, $241.50; H. L. Smith, £100 for \ a c e ' , b n e fiad d i n e r e n t excuses, but
special and general needs, $483.00; Isaac think the m a i n one was carelessness. I
0. Lehman £ 5 0 for special and general longed to help the sick child but knew of
needs, $241.00,
Total, $1810.50.
nothing that might do it any good.
I
Balance in treasury, Nov. 1, 1916, t r i e d t o tell the mother that we would
$387.50.
p r a y to God, He would be able to help the
P. M. Climenhaga, Treasurer, child if it was His will,
Now she has
another need. She has one shilling with
S tevonsville, Oin t.
which to buy corn for herself and child.
' 91»
The husband has gone away to work; she
an
FROM AFRICA
^ ^ e r c ^^°- a n d ^ s three other wives
must pull thru as best they can.
With
—
deepest regret we had to refuse her the
HAPPENINGS AT MACHA.

^ ^

^

f a m f l y

.g ^

g

R

^ ^ ^ S

The day has been quite full of differ- seventy when all are at home. It takes
ent little duties. Monday is generally a m o r e than a few bags to feed so many.
busy day.
Our dear heavenly Father Thus she left us probably greatly disapwas remembered first by gathering to- pointed.
Before she was gone another
gether in worship and imploring Him for WO man came along, the mother of one of
grace for the day.
After worship the the girls who stay with us.
She said
native children were given their work, the girl ran away from home; but she
David sent some of the larger ones for had another story.
They were left to
poles. Some helped him to build a brick settle the matter amongst themselves.
kitchen for the boys. Sr. Davidson look- The girl is still here.
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The time is here for breakfast, (9:30), helping them some, tat it is difficult for
and English worship.
One hour of rest them to get it to the most needy ones.
and quietness. At 10:30 all go to school. Mealies are selling at one pound sterling
Again I take up my work by the win- p e r two hundred pound bag. How some
dow, and what do I hear?
Slip slop, 0 f the people can live thru another six
slip slop, some one coming along with months we do not know. The poor and
sandals.
I waited to see him pass by, lepers come to our door. We try to help
but soon he comes around by the veranda them but must always remember our
looking for some one.
He was a large family.
stranger to me but I went out to greet
The water also is very scarce.
Ours
him and see what his wants are.
He i s furnished from holes dug in the river
wanted medicine for his eye which was bed. The cattle are taken four miles to
nearly blind.
There, another case that water.
I am unable to help. What shall I do ? We trust it will please our heavenly
I gave him a couple of bananas and left Father to send rain tY: year, that grain
him. Many of these people come to us can grow.
Six dry months are in the
for physical help, who never come to the p a s t and about two and a half still ahouse of God.
Had we the power to head of us; unless the rain will come unheal them all, one out of ten would re- usually early.
turn to give God the glory.
We have
Bro. Steckley left us in August.
He
helped many who came to us, especially expects to sail for America soon.
We
in cases of bad sores and burns.
miss him in the family circle.
May
School dismissed (2:30) life is all a- God's richest blessings follow him.
round the place. All partake of a light
This leaves us all well and encouraged
lunch and then go to work again. The in the work,
evening is spent in school also.
They Brethren pray for us and for the work.
study their lessons for the following day
j ,
M.1.
vYour sister in His service,
n
f ,i'
and close with worship.
One of the
i
J T i.
„
•, ,,.. v
,
Sallie K. Doner.
last sounds I hear are some of the boys
'
coming in late with their poles.
Thus MaeHa Mission, sept. / 4, is>ie.
the day is spent.
The spiritual part of the work is movA M0NTH A
ing on slowly.
Some few are seeking™& T3E PE0PtE'
of an interest amongst the people, more it was arranged for us, during the
after God. We would desire to see more
of a reaching out after the truth.
Yet Winter School vacation, to visit some of
we are thankful to our dear heavenly the out-schools which had been under
Father for the few souls which He has 0 ur charge before coining to Matopo, as
given us, and our prayer is that they may well as to itinerate in new places. As
be kept from the evil which is in the the Matopo mule cart was occupied, part
world.
The attendance at services is 0 f the time at least, it was arranged for
good.
.
us to take the Mtshabezi covered spring
Kraal visiting is not the most invit- wagon with a team of eight donkeys.
ing at present, on account of the scarcity Three boys went along as drivers, helpof food.
Famine, famine, is the cry ers, etc.
nearly every place.
One feels extremeit had been the privilege of all the
ly sorrowful for them; and yet what can workers of Matopo and Mtshabezi, towe do for so many? The Government is gether with some missionaries and
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friends from Bulawayo, to spend ten days the school a success, and Tsampiwa Moyo,
in the hills between our two Missions for who has charge of this station is doing
a time of rest and recuperation.
Need- good work.
Toward evening, we left
less to say, the time was enjoyed by all. for Stanniore Siding, about six miles aWe left from this place, Tuesday, July way, where we stayed over night; and
17th. Spent Wednesday at Mtshabesi in early the next morning we left Stanmore
preparation for the trip, and also had the for Sinkunkwe School, about five miles to
privilege of meeting with them in their the North East.
There is a nice little
midweek prayermeeting, which was well church building here, erected by the peoattended, and an inspiration to all.
pie last year.
This place is in charge
Early Thursday morning, we left for of Sibungu Ndhlova. a young man just
Shaki, the first out-school, about twelve beginning to teach,
He still has many
miles to the east. We reached the place things to learn, but if lie keeps humble,
about twelve o'clock, and met sixty eager will make a valuable worker.
There is
faces awaiting our arrival.
We had a school five days in the week, and church
good meeting with them.
This is the services every two weeks.
The people
season of the year for threshing the attend services at Swazi, the older stagrain, and it was arranged for us to con- tion five miles away on the alternate
duct harvest meetings at the principal Sunday.
centers on our way. At these times, the
Our next stop was at Swazi, where it
people meet in the church to praise God had been arranged to have a Harvest
for His benefits, unto them for the year Meeting on Saturday.
About one huntliat is past.
They are also taught to dred were present. Crops had been very
put their words into deeds and bring a poor in these parts this year, and we
thank-offering according as the Lord thought perhaps the grain offering would
hath prospered them, whether of cash or be small. But these people have learnkind.
ed, to some extent at least, the blessings
At this place the spirit of thankfulness of giving, and sixty-five baskets and bags
seemed to prevail in their testimonies, of grain was brought, totaling about five
and they brought nine baskets of grain, hundred pounds. In value, about Twelve
about sixty pounds, together with five Dollars.
The cash offering on Sunday
shillings in money. But crops were very amounted to One Pound and Thirteen
poor here this year, and this place is Shillings—about Eight Dollars.
The
new, therefore they have not yet fully burden of Saturday's sermon was that
learned the blessings of giving largely, these people might not only be thankful
A new church building is under construe- for the blessings of the year, but that
tion here, 15 x 30 ft., in dimensions, the they might feel the responsibility of
labor all being performed by the teacher sending the Gospel farther and farther
and his people. All have a hand in the out, seeing that God had been so good to
work.
The boys and men cut the poles them.
The message fell upon responand do the building, while the girls and sive hearts, and we had a very inspiring
women cut the grass for the thatched testimony service.
There were two
roof, put in the mud floor, and do the hundred present on Sunday, when we alplastering, with mud also. Two at this so held a very precious communion serplace expressed to us their intention to vice which was much enjoyed.
come to the training school next year,
We had the pleasure of having in our
and eleven gave themselves as applicants congregation here a white man with his
for baptism.
On the whole, we judged wife and mother-in-kw. They all seem-
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ed much interested.
We appreciated
this especially, seeing that most white
men of the country are so very indifferent (to say the least) to mission work.
The school at Swazi was opened about
five years ago by Masotsha Noube, who
has come to the training school at Ivlatopo this year for further instruction.
Since the first of the year, the school
has been in charge of Siteba Ndhlovu,
one of his pupils. He seemed to be doing good work; but an evil report has
recently been circulated in regard to
"him; and although the report has not
been proven, it was thought best to relieve him of the responsibility, and Manhelenhle Runiaio is now in charge. This
incident only emphasises the fact that
these native teachers need our sympathy
and prayers. We found four young men
at this place who are preparing to come
to the training school at Matopo next
year.
On Monday we travelled six miles
farther to the school at Mbilambowe,
where Mkonto Mgwenya is teaching. This
school is also an outgrowth from Swazi,
and part of the time meet at the latter
j)iaee for Sunday services, as at Sinkunkwe.
But they had their own harvest
meeting, and brought over thirty baskets
of grain. There were forty-three in the
.school, nearly all well-clothed and intelligent. Mkonto has good command of
the school, commands their respect, and
apparently is doing good work. __They
have only a very temporary school-house
here, but expect to build a more substantial church next year, ivhich, as usual,
will serve the double purpose of church
•and school. The founding of this school
has not been without difficulties. It had
been opened about a year and a half ago
with the consent of the Dutchman in
charge of the farm.
.Things went on
smoothly for a few months' time, when
suddenly he came to the school in a rage,
and ordered them off.
The school was
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therefore closed for a time; but fortunately we obtained permission to place
the school on the adjoining farm.
Now
it is being conducted only about three
hundred yards from the former site, and
apparently God has turned into blessing
man's attempt to hinder.
From here we went to Mkonto's home,
six miles away, which distance he walks
twice a day.
We arrived late in the
day, but his people built a fire in a large
hut into which hut they invited us to
spend the remainder of the evening. Here
were Mkonto's wife, mother, brothers
and sisters, all striving to follow the
Lord,, well-dressed and intelligent. They
were so pleased to have us there.
We
knelt in prayer together, and all were interested.
What a contrast to the thousands of heathen homes throughout this
land, which are still without the Gospel
Also, what an inspiration to the missionary, in the midst of discouragements, to
see some of the fruits of his labor. Does
it pay to bring the Gospel to the heathen?
To be continued.

H, J. Frey.
FROM INDIA.
Madhepura Sept. 24, 1918.
Dear readers of the VISIT01:—
We greet you this morning with the
23rd. Psalm. It is a comforting thought
to know our Shepherd is able to care for
us day by day and to lead us into green
pastures where we may feast upon the
good things of God,
A few days ago our hearts were made
to bleed when we received word that our
dear father had gone from us forever.
We rejoice in the hope we have that he
is now enjoying the presence of our Lord.
I remember well how he would sing the
song entitled "Wonderful Peace" in our
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He says he
Hymnal especially as he came to the last also is seeking the truth.
verse with tears of joy running down hi» is no Hindu but a Christian.
However
checks we would hear
he claims to be living different and tries
to help us in many ways yet his heart has
And methinks when I rise to that city
never been changed and we try to imof peace.
press it more and more on his mind that
Where the Author of peace I shall see;
it means more to be a Christian than to
That one strain of the song which the
just say so: that our lives and actions
ransomed sing:
will correspond with what we say. Oh
In that heavenly kingdom will be, and that we may help these poor ignorant
then the beautiful words of peace given souls to the light is our prayer.
in the chorus.
The rainy season is just about over;
We believe he is now enjoying the we have quite a bit of water between us
peace with his Lord that he loved so and the railway so we must go back and
much to sing about while with us. Al- forth to the station on a boat. Soon the
though our hearts are saddened to think water will be gone and our compound
of his vacant place in the home and he will look more natural again. Our oldshall never more smile upon us in this est child, Anita, is still away at school.
world but as our heavenly Father doeth She enjoys her work but feels the parting
all things well our passing under the rod from home and loved ones very keenly.
once more may only be to draw us still Gladys is trying hard to speak to the nanearer to the throne. As our clear trea- tives; she has learned a number of Hindi
sure is taken from us and dwells on high, words and takes delight in having a
it may be to have our hearts and minds crowd of natives around her and tries
centered more on those things which are to speak so they can understand.
They
above.
Even in this far away land attentively sit and listen to all she says.
there is one who loved him dearly yet Some of the songs that she learned by
he is with out the peace of God. This memory are sung and taught to these
experience has given him thoughts thru children. Then they take great delight
which we believe God will receive honor in having her say English words and tell
and glory.
them the meaning in, Hindi. We hope
The other day a neighbor missionary this inspiration is only the beginning of
was kind enough to come to our station a greater work which the Master maywith his magic lantern and showed the have for her to do.
people a number of Bible pictures, and
At present we are rejoicing in the
spoke on each picture making it more in- health and strength our heavenly Father
teresting to the people.
Many hearts gives us from day to day.
were touched as they beheld in life size
Jesus said if He would be lifted up
the workings and sufferings of Christ, all
He would draw all men unto Himself.
for them. A few days after this a Hindi
May we ever have your prayers that as
said he had a dream that Jesus was stand
a band of little ones we may lift up the
ing at the door knocking to come in. It
banner of Christ higher and higher, that
left a deep impression on him.
Help
precious souls will be drawn to Him who
pray for this man; he is seeking the
maketh the light to shine in dark places.
truth and we believe the Spirit is working at his heart. •
Yours and His for India,
Another man comes to our mission
quite often to have things explained: he
Mrs. D, E. Kohrer.
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MARRIAGES.
LONGENECKER.—LONGElsiECICER.—
On Nov. 4, 1318, Bish. H. B. Hoffer officiating, there occurred the marriage of
Eld. Samuel Longenecker of Weilersville,
Ohio, to Martha M. Longenecker of
Florin, Pa.
BOOK.—HAIDEMAN".—On Oct. 22,
1916, in the presence of a large assembly
of people, at Bethany church, near
Thomas, Okla., there occurred the marriage of Bro. Isaiah Book and Sr. I-Iattie
Hardeman, Bish. D. S. Eyster officiating
HESS.—HERSH.—On Oct. 26, 1916
Bish. L. 0. Musser officiating, there oc
earred the marriage of Bro. Henry M
Hess, son of brother and sister, Rev. A
Z. Hess o| near Mt. Joy, Pa., and Sr
lottie May Hersh daughter of E. H,
Eersh of Rheems, Pa.

OBITUARY,

GINDER.—Sr. Elizabeth Ginder, widow
GRANTHAM, PA., lOVEMBER 13, 1916, of Bro. John Ginder who preceded her
to the beyond seven years ago, was born
February 6, 1848, died Oct. 26, 1916,
TRACTS.
aged 68 years, 8 months and 20 days, Sr.
W h a t We. believe, a n d W h y W e b e - Ginder was a faithful member of the
l i e v e It* pc:r fonnd:i*ed, 2 0 $ .
An I n t e r e s t i n g ' C o n v e r s a t i o n , p e r h u n - Brethren in Christ church for many
d r e d , 154.
years.
Serviees were held from her
D e a t h E t e r n a l , p e r h u n d r e d , 15$.
home to the Mastersonville M. H. where
P r a y e r , p e r h u n d r e d , 15$.
Scrip t u r n I Mead Veiling:, p e r h u n d r e d , services were conducted by Elders A. B.
$1.23.
Interment
T h e w o r m t h a t N e v e r Dies* p e r h u n - Brubaker and H. 0. Musser,
d r e d , 15,$.,
in adjoining cemetery.
Test Rev. 7:
P o i n t s for C o n s i d e r a t i o n , p e r h u n d r e d ,
13-17.
12$.

Clean Speech,
.per h u n d r e d 23 c e n t s .
W h o m axe You S e r v i n g ? p e r h u n . lO etw.
At God's exptense, p e r h u n d r e d 15 e e n t s.
Symposium,
per h u n d r e d 15 c e n t s .
A Din l o s n e ,
p e r h u n d r e d SO c e n t s .
O r d e r s fax t h e a b o v e t r a c t s s h o u l d be
a d d r e s s e d to' SS. H. H e s s , G r a n t h a m , P a .
T r a c t s a r e free to. m i s s i o n w o r k e r s ,

NAMES
AND
ADDRESSES OP
THE
T R E A S B R B R S OF T H E D I F F E R E N T
HOARDS.
F o r e i g n M i s s i o n s : P. M . C l i j u e n h a s a ,
Steve n s v i i l e , Out,
Home
M i s s i o n s : D.
R.
Eyster,
T h o m a s , Qfela.
Beneffieissx^ set aid p o o r : W m . Mc Culloh, M o r r i s o n , III.
E x e c n t l v e S&oard: Amos W o l s e m u t U Mt.
Joy, Pa.

KAUFFMAN.—Sr. Anna Kauffman nee
Shirk, wife of Bro. John Kauffman of the
Juniata, Pa., dist, died Oct. 20, 1916,
aged 46 years and 16 days.
Sister
Kauffman was an earnest and consistent
Christian, and a faithful member in the
Brethren in Christ church for some years.
She leaves, to mourn her early departure,
her husband, three sisters and three
brothers with other relatives and friends.
Bish. I-I. B. Hoffer and EM. Win. F. Longacre conducted the funeral service. Text
Psa. 39: 4, 5, 6.
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LQNGENECKER.—Sr. Clara A. Herr
Longeneeker, of Williamsville,, N, Y. was
the victim of a very sad accident. She
left her home on Tuesday morning Oct.
17, to take a car for Buffalo, almost opposite her own door, and was struck by
a touring automobile, and almost instantly killed. She was in the bloom of
health and the prime of life, being in
her 44th year
She had attended the
love feast at Clarence Center the Saturclay and Sunday previous, and went home
with her face aglow as never before having enjoyed it so much. She there left
her last testimony for the Lord desiring
to be faithful to her end.
Five years
ago on the 13th„ of this same month
their seven year old little daughter Ida
, .,, , . J
. .,
%, ,.
was killed in a similar wav. She often
spoke of it, even the day before the accident wishing so much she could see littie Ida.
She leaves to mourn her sudden departure a kind husband and four
loving daughters, and many relatives
and friends.
May it cause all who are
not in His service to heed this loud call,
and yield now and enjoy this great salvation which was her delight. The fuaefal took place on Thursday afternoon,
Oct. 19. Services were conducted by Eld.
\ S- ^ o n f m a s s i ! * e d i r 5 - R e v -. 1 1 M l ' w W v e i i
(Church of Christ) Williamsville, N. Y.
• • .; . '
LOVE FEASTS.
PKirasYLVJifiA.
Philadelphia Mission,
Nov. 25.
Services commence at 8 P. M. All are
invited.
oAi.iPOB.NiA.
Upland M. H.,
Bee. 2, 3.
KANSAS.

Abilene,

Nov. 18. 19.
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OUR WESTERN TRIP.
0a

Jul

> a t 7'27 A- 1 L W l f e
- P R' train at Fordwieh, Ont., for Toronto where we spent
the afternoon visiting Mr, and Mrs. Jacob
Hilts and family.
The same evening about n
0 > c i o c k w e l e f t Toronto on a C.
y

15

>

1916

a n d I b o a r d e d tlie C

p

R

Home

geekers

eJHrarBion t r a i a

for

_x„
. ,
_. .
Western Canada, arriving at Winnipeg
on t h e 13th
- p M - a distance of about
1239 miles.
Here we had a stop of about four hours, and enjoyed a walk out
into the city a short distance, and at a
l a n c e w e c o u H s e e t h a t V /innipeg i s
, , , .,
• ,,
XTT
an up-to-date city. We were especially
, , F
.
, , .
,
.,
led
to notice and admire the wide streets
which give ample room for the trafficing public to pass along unhindered.
T h i s c i t y ^&s a population of about 239,
oco

At about u

we left w i i m i p e g

for

,

. .
.
Porta e La Prame
^
> Manitoba, a distance
of
miles where we
^
arrived about 1 a.
m. on the 14th.
Here we visited with
our sister-in-law, Sister Mary Witmer
a n d h e r d a i l g hter, Mrs. Wm. Umbach and
family until the morning of the 15th..
J
*
.
when at 10.35 we took the tram westward to Churchbridge, Sask., a distance
o f l g 9 m i l e g w h e r e we arrived 6.33 A.
M.
Here we visited with Mrs. Leah
Snyder, her son Josiah, and daughter
Mary Ann, until Monday the 17th., when
at 8.45 A. M„ we again took the train
for still farther west, a distance of 235
miles to Saskatoon, Sask,, where we arrived at 4.45 P. M. A very up-to-date
e
^ y ^ o r COMMUNION
its aSeJ having'a
population of
MEETINGS.
=

INDIANA.

Union Grove church
Nov. 18, 19.
A continued meeting is announced to
he held following the love feast.

_
M o w e r s v i l l e M.

g,

Kov,

18

Cross Roads,
Dec. 2.
" '
All the Love Feast and Communion
God loves with a great love the Meeting announcements carry with them
man whose heart is bursting with a invitations to all who wish to attend
passion for the impossible.
Home and enjoy the spiritual feasts.
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about 27,500.
This being the limit of
our tickets on the C. P. R., we had our
baggage transferred to the C. N. R. depot.
At 6.10 P. M. we pulled out at
Saskatoon for another 25 mile run, and
at 7.18 we were safely landed at Delisle,
Sask., where we were met by our daughter and son-in-law, Angeline and Simon
Snyder, and their son, Elmer. We were
soon on our way through the country
another ten miles to their home.
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at 7.18 P. M. for Kindersley, a distance
of 101 miles where we were met by Bro.
and Sr. A. M. Carmichael who took us to
their home where we had a good rest
the remainder of the night and had an
enjoyable visit the following morning:
then went across to Bro. and Sr. Asa
Heise and had a pleasant visit with them.
then in the evening Bro. Heise took us in
his car and conveyed us to the home of
Bro. Karl and Sr. Clara Baker about a

We were made to feel to thank and m i l e o u t ° f Kindersley.
This visit was
praise our kind and heavenly Father for m<>re than of ordinary interest to us.
His lovingkindness to us all along the since Sr. Baker is of near kin to Sr.
way, and for the privilege of meeting our Reichard as also a member of the Waterdear ones again in fair health and spirits. l o ° district our home church.
They
The second evening after our arrival h a v e a nice comfortable home here for
here Bro. and Sr. Keuben Climenhaga n e w beginners, and appeared to be happy
and Bro. and Sr. Abram Winger came i n t h e L o r d ' s service.
May God richly
over and paid us a visit which we enjoy- b l e ss them with all spiritual blessings.
ed very much.
Were glad for the re- T h e next d a y b e i n g Wednesday, in the '
union and the renewing of our former afternoon Sr. Baker took us over to
acquaintance. Sister Winger is a daugh- Beuben Doner's home, where a prayer
ter of Bro. Solomon Gingerieh of Preston, meeting was being held in the evening.
0 n 01ir w a
Out., who is a first cousin of mine.
y o v e r w e m a d e a short call at
Mr Mervin
The brethren here in the Delisle dis'
*KpP«t'«At this prayertrict are as yet only a few in number m e e t i n £ w e m e * w i * some with whom
but apparently quite alive spiritually, w e h a d b e e n a < ^ a i n t e d over forty years
with Eld. Eeuben Climenhaga as their a g 0 a n d e n J o y e d t h e i r f e l l o w s h i P - ' W e
minister.
They have a very good Sun- r e m a i n e d m t h i s neighborhood for a few
day School with Bro. Abram Winger as d a ? s a n d *&>!** a T i s i t a m o n ? t h e
superintendent, followed by a preaching b r e * h r e 1 1 a n d sisters among whom was
Bro
service every Sunday morning at the Lin- o u r a g e d B r 0 ' a n d S r ' R H a l l I L
'
Hahn had m i t e d with the
re
coin school house.
This is only half a
" «iren at
mile from where we had our home. On N o t t a w a ^ " t n o t the year previous to our
Sunday evening they have a cottage u n i t i n ^ w i t h t h e b r ethren there, conseprayer meeting which was also quite well 1 u e n t l y w e h a d a P l e a s a ^ review of
attended
former years when we were together in
•o .
,,
•• ,
„
. ,
church fellowship.
Sister Hahn had a
Between the dates of our arrival at . ,
,. , _ . ,
T,,.,
•• ., •. . „
.
„ ,,
stroke a year or more ago
which affected
Delisle and the date of our going farther ,
,
,. . ; & , , .. .
, ,
.
,, , ,
• • • , ,
her speech somewhat and left her boar
west, we would simply say we had en, . „ ,, , '
,. , ,
,,
. . . . .. ,
,—,,-«
somewhat feeble but was able to be ajoyable visits in the homes of Eld. Eeu- , ,
„ . ., ,, .,
. „ ,»,.
,
,
, „
, ,_.
, bout.
Spiritually they were apparently
ben Chmenhaga's and. Bro. A. Winger's, . o o d,
„, ,
. .; , ..,
„ A MS J -r i
» x> i
?
°i £
courage. We also visited with
and Alfred Johnson's the home of our „
, „ _ ,
, „
, _
,,
,.
Bro. and Sr. Baker and Bro. and Sr,
granddaughter.
-•
..*_*.
* ,
Swalm and others with whom we enjoyed
On July 31, we, in company with Bro. a p I e a s a n t g o o i a l v i s ft. 0 n Friday afterand Sr. Winger took the train at Delisle noon Bish. Fred Hahn took me out for
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a few call: Sister Eeichard stayed at if I could get there or not. But through
Bro. Halm's >l a rest) and we landed at the kindness of our young brother Ed.
Bro. and Sr. Ben ltj c Taggart, son of Bro. Gedcke who offered to take me down, I
and Sr. Alex i e Taggart of Stayner, Ont. was enabled to go though arriving someAfter tea Bro. Ben took a load of us in what late. Quite a few had assembled
his car out to a prayer meeting some ten in this capacious building called the
miles west at Bro. Laban Climenhaga's Merrington meeting house and seemingly
where a gcodlv number had gathered were awaiting my arrival.
After the
and we had blessed fellowship together. opening service I was called upon and
On Saturday we, in company with Bro. read a portion of God's word, taking for
and Sr. H. Halm and Sr. Baker, went my theme the "talents," dwelling, on the
and had dinner with Bro. Abram Heise importance of making right use of the
and family.
Had a pleasant visit. Then talent received also the importance of an
made our way to the home of Bro. and Sr. increase or fuller developing in our
Gotfried Gedcke and family where we Christian graces by the right use if the
arrived some time in the afternoon and talent imparted to us. The theme also
received a kind reception, they having brought the warning not to abuse in not
been our nearest neighbors in Ontario, using the talent by hiding it in a napand having moved west something over kin, the guise of a former claimed exeleven years ago made our meeting some- perience which has not been lived out,
what more impressive. We enjoyed our and will bring condemnation instead of
visit with them splendidly.
On Sundav approval as a consequence.
Then folmorning one of the girls took us with lowed a short testimony service; the senhorse and buggy to the Aude Hill School timent of the testimonies being expressHouse where the Brethren worship ed in the longing to live in God's service
Here they had quite an interesting Sun- the remnant of their days.
May God
day School, very good attendance, with enlighten and lead every soul with the
Bro. Laban Climenhaga as superintend- hallowed influence of grace divine in
ent. After Sunday School followed their the narrow path of right and honest livregular hour of worship, when, after the ing which path leads up to the portal of
opening service, a short time for testi- glory.
mony was given, when a number gave
This ended another day or public labor
live testimonies to the fact that by the
in the Lord's service.
May God bless
grace of God operated by the power of
the work and take the glory to Himself.
the Holy Spirit they were made new
We returned to Bro, Gedcke's home for
creatures in Christ Jesus.
We praise
the night.
The next morning, being
God for His abounding grace. After the
Monday, Bro, Gedcke kindly gave us a
testimony service, your humble servant
horse and buggy and we went out on anwas privileged to speak to a well filled
other visiting tour. First we called on
house of attentive listeners, the word cf
young Bro. Plum's, then to Bro. Joram
life, with the hope that God would bless
l i g h for dinner.
Bro. Nigh has lately
the words spoken in some way 10 the
been installed into the ministry, and
help of souls, and to the glory of His
trust will make an efficient worker for
own name.
the Lord. We enjoyed their fellowship.
Having been invited to preach in the Is it not wonderful the sweet fellowship
Merrington church in the afternoon, it when actuated by love divine, though
This is our
being somewhere about eight or ten never having met before?
experience
in
general
as
we
meet with
miles to the east again I did not know
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those who have been born of the same
Spirit filled with that love divine. Next
we went over to Bro. laban Climenhaga's
and spent a pleasant afternoon.
From
here we went to Bro. Dan Byers for the
night; had an enjoyable visit.
Our
first meeting with Bro. Byers may have
been some 38 years ago in his father's
home in Markham, Ont.
Now we returned to Bro. Gedcke's for dinner and in
the afternoon to Bro. Carmichael's, Kindersley. Thus we made our round in this
community feeling that we spent eight
days among the brethren and friends
both old and new quite pleasantly. We
wish to thank the dear ones for all their
kindness extended to us. And may the
Lord richly bless them with all spiritual
blessing.
On Wednesday, Aug. 9, at 6.45 we
took the train at Kindersley for Delisle
where we were met by our son-in-law
and were soon home again thankful to
God for His kind protection.
The brethren at Delisle had arranged
for a communion service to be held on
Saturday, Aug. 12, at the Lincoln School
House.
In consequence eight of the
Kindersley brethren and sisters were
present.
The occasion was an enjoyable one.
The testimonies in general
were bright.
The word came with its
instructions, and the communion brought
its solemnity as we partook of the emblems of the Lord's broken body and shed
blood, and as we meditated over the prica
of our redemption. And may these meditations have brought an inspiration to
all of our hearts for a closer walk with
God.
We had another seventy-six mile trip
to Eoddison, a small town about fifty
miles N. W. of Saskatoon where we visited our nephew, Jacob Hilburn and wife,
who entertained us very pleasantly.
In conclusion would say we enjoyed
our visit in the west among the brethren
and our children very well, having met
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with them in worship every Sunday but
one (when we were at Kindersley)
which we enjoyed, and hope that our
meetings together may have been for
our edification.
May God bless it to
this end.
On Sept. 21, we started on our homeward trip.
Our daughter and son-inlaw accompanied us to Saskatoon, when
we bid fare well, they to return to their
own home again.
At 11.50 A. M. we boarded the train at
Saskatoon for Portage La Prairie via
Regina where we arrived at 7.28 P. M.
Friday 22.
Here we laid over till
Monday when at 3.48 P. M., accompanied by Sr. Witmer who came with us to
Ontario, we again took the train for
Winnipeg, and at 6.05 P. M., we pulled
out of Winnipeg on a Tourist sleeper for
Toronto where we arrived on Wednesday
12.30 P. M." Here we visited Bro. and
Sr. Cyrus Hallman.
Bro. Hallman had
just recently seven or eight cancers removed, one out of his nose, and the
others from his back; they were only
small and was all healed up again I
think.
At 5.25 P. M. we left for Fordwich
where we arived at about 9.45 P. M. making a round trip of 4092 miles. Were
met by our son, Oliver and wife at the
station, and our grandson Johnie came
and soon we were in our own home again and found all well, Praise the Lord.
We thank God for His kind protecting
care.
John Reichard
P o r d w l c h , Out,

Not long ago t h e "Fiji Islander"
was t h e type of the lowest pagan
barbarism.
Now 83,000 out of a
population of 90,000 are reported as
church members, and gave in 1913
over $50,000 to missions, besides contributing to maintain native teacher?
and churches.
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its own revival meeting, with its pastor doing the preaching, wiU receive
renewed faith in its mission, a perADVANTAGES OF PASTORS AND sonal and co-operative evangelism
CHURCHES CONDUCTING THEIR
will be revived and the spiritual life
OWN REVIVAL MEETINGS.
and power of the church will be increased.
I hope that my position, with referThe pastor that does his own
ence to evangelists and their work, preaching in a revival meeting will
will not be misunderstood.
As to develop his evangelistic gift and will
the office of the evangelist, it is as strengthen his faith in his calling to
scriptural as that of pastor.
There win souls to Christ. It gives variety
is no ground for controversy on this to his preaching, and will intensify
question, and we are glad that this earnestness in the delivery of his seris true, because of our appreciation mons. It will give him a retrospecof the work of the evangelist.
We tive of his own lost condition and of
confess, however, that we are some- his joy in the realization of sins for
what at variance with the views of given. The burden of lost souls on
some brethren as to his field of oper- his heart will make him feel his deation. We believe his efforts should pendence upon God, and will drive
be devoted, in the main to weak him to the throne as nothing else
churches and places of real destitu- will. When souls are won to Christ
tion.
Pastors and churches, hold- through his preaching, his spiritualing their own meetings, enjoy special ity will be deepened and his usefulblessings which can not be received ness in the ministry will be increasin any other way.
For their en- ed.
couragement we point out some of
The church and the pastor conthe sources from which these blessducting
their own revival meeting
ings come.
will
greatly
strengthen the tie beIt strengthens the faith of the
tween
them.
It
will make the church
church in its holy mission of winning
believe
in
and
love
the pastor as nolost men and women to Christ. Many
churches seem to have lost the con- thing else will, and it will cause the
ception,—if they had it,—that this pastor to love and appreciate his
is the main purpose of their exist- church more than anything else. A
ence.
Soul-winning churches' have sure cure of the desire for a new
become the exception rather than pastor is for him to make preparathe rule. Personal evangelism is a tion to hold a series of meetings with
lost art among many Christians, and his church. It will cure him of restit is such because seldom practiced. lessness and make him feel that he
As a result of a revival meeting, a has the best church in the Brotherfew laymen may become brave e- hood. Many pastors have been forcnough to talk to the unsaved about ed to hunt a new field as a result of
their salvation, but seldom, if ever, having some one else to do the
at any other time. Such a thing as preaching in a series of meetings. If
Christians going out in pairs, after a visiting minister does the preachthe New Testament order, to win ing, the pastor will find it hard to
souls to Christ, is well nigh a thing maintain the interest created; and if
of the past. Any church that holds he fails, both he and the church will
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feel that his work is done and that
a change of field and pastor is a necessity.
The pastor and the church holding
their own meeting, will result in the
best type of church members. There
is less liability to get unconverted
people into the church than is the
case when questionable or high pressure methods are engaged in. It is
perfectly natural for people to love
their spiritual fathers as they love no
one else.
It is easy for a pastor
and church to develop new converts
of their own making, but if they are
led to Christ by the visiting minister, he takes their hearts with him
when he leaves, and they do not love
the pastor as fondly as they would,
had they been led to Christ by him.
As a rule, when people are converted
under the preaching of a visiting
minister, they will feel, all through
their Christian lives, that the only
way to reach the unsaved is to have
an evangelist or a neighboring pastor
do the preaching in the meeting.
They seldom have the same confidence in the soul-winning power of
the church and the pastor as those
who are saved during a meeting in
which the pastor does his own
preaching.

speaking, when people are saved in a
union meeting, they feel no other
kind can be as successful in reaching
the unconverted.
In view of these considerations, it
is best for the church and its pastor
to hold their own meetings.
If
conditions are such that assistance
must be had, then the next best
thing is to have a neighboring pastor to do the preaching. The pastor-evangelist will conserve the interests of his brother pastor and his
church better than the evangelist.
Of course, there are notable exceptions. The thoughts, herewith presented, are our honest convictions
after an experience and observation
covering a period of twelve years.
It is also our decided opinion that the
office of evangelist is most effective
in the interest of the kingdom when
it is devoted to the weak churches
and to places of real destitution. It
will pay any church manifold to give
unstinted moral and financial support to gifted evangelists to work in
these virgin fields.—Selected by P.
J. Wiebe.

A great deal depends upon the atmosphere in which people are born
into the kingdom.
If the unconverted are brought to Christ under
dogmatic or pugilistic preaching,
they will feel that such preaching is
the only kind that will reach the unsaved.
If one is converted under
high-pressure methods, he is likely
to believe in such methods all his
Christian life. Those who are converted in a tent, will likely be great
believers in tent meetings, and that
it is hard to reach the unsaved without the use of a tent.
Generally

An Evangelistic Sermon by Rev.
Francis E. Smiley, D. D.
If my people, which are called by
my name, shall humble themselves
and pray, and seek my face, and turn
from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land."
II Chron. 7: 14.
'
The Bible is an encyclopedia of
spiritual knowledge. It is not discursive, but exceedingly intensive in
its directions. We are not disappointed when seeking from it information
about religious revivals. This text

REQUIREMENTS FOE A REVIVAL.
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epitomizes the Bible philosophy of
the subject.
It very tersely and
logically sets before us the essential
conditions upon the fulfilment of
which God promises to bless his people.
The word "revival" is often given
a meaning which primarily does not
belong to it. Many emphasize the
conversion of sinners as the essential
element in revival work; but that is
the secondary meaning of the word.
Essentially, "revival" means the
quickening of God's people. You cannot revive a dead man. The unregenerate sinner is spiritually dead. He
must be born again. Now, you may
revive a partially drowned body, or a
partially frozen body. The regenerate soul's life often weakens and
wanes, until the flame almost flickers out. But if there be the least
spark of life left, it can be fanned
Into a flame; and like the apparently
dead cinder in the smithy's forge,
that spark will touch others and
kindle a flame that will enthuse a
church, a city, or even a nation. A
revival of religion, then, must logically begin with the church.
Such
is the divine order.
To Begin at His Sanctuary.
This is also the historic development. All the great revivals have
begun with the people of God. After
they have begun with the people of
God. After they have been quickened and cleansed, divine life has
flown through them unto the world.
It was so with that wonderful revival
in the reign of good King Hezekiah.
He began with the house of God.
The temple was first cleansed. The
idolatrous altars were bi'oken down.
The heathen idols were destroyed.
The priests were purified, and the
people made confession of their sins.
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Then it was that the mighty wave of
spiritual influence from heaven moved out through this faithful nucleus
until it touched the nation. It was
so on the day of Pentecost.
Before
sinners were converted the apostles
themselves needed to be baptized.
The revival began, not in the streets
of Jerusalem, but in that upper room
where for ten days they waited patiently upon God. After the Holy
Ghost came upon that little band of
faithful disciples, there was no difficulty in reaching and saving the
masses. The fruit gathered by one
day's testimony numbered 3000 souls
It was so in the great revival at
Ephesus.
When Paul entered that
city he was amazed to find the influence of worldliness.
The little
church of a dozen believers was huddled in a corner apparently useless.
Every phase of wickedness was 0penly flaunted. Paul called a prayer •
meeting. The Holy Ghost came upon them.
The revival began then
and there.
The little church, enthused with divine power, went forth
and conquered the city for Christ.
Ephesus was turned upside down.
Politics were purified.
Society was
fumigated.
Business was bettered.
And the devil's devices found their
natural habitat in flames.
In view of this Biblical philosophy
we may now arrive at a clear definition of a revival. A religious revival is the awakening of the callous
conscience of the church to its relationship to God, and the reviving of
the energies of the church unto the
salvation of sinners.
Let us follow now the rhetorical order of the
various steps suggested by the text.
You will notice the passage contains
a promise, which hinges upon certain conditions.
God says He will
hear, forgive and heal the land if His
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people will humble themselves, pray, Need I mention ingratitude to God,
seek His face and turn from their lack of self-denial and self-sacrifice9
Now, catalogue a few of your sins of
wicked ways.
commission: pride, envy, levity, evil
The Part of His People.
speaking, evil temper, designed deFirst, consider carefully the con- ceptions,, dishonesty, hyprocrisy —all
ditions.
God's promises always of which have become stumblinghang upon conditions.
If we are stones, no doubt, to your companfaithful in their fulfilment, He is ions. To experience a revival, God
faithful to His pledge.
The first says we must turn from these, forcondition is that of humility.
We sake our sins and repent.
"If I
are to humble ourselves, empty our- regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord
selves of every vestige of self-ag- will not hear me."
God can use
grandizement.
God is jealous of only clean vessels to carry the waters
His glory.
He will not give it to of salvation to the parched lips of the
another.
If we are to enjoy the lost.
We need to unite with the
blessing He must enjoy the praise. psalmist in his penitential prayer,
We are to pray. You may think "Create in me a clean heart, 0 God,
that is easy. Some praying is; but and renew a right spirit within me.
prayer offered in the right spirit is Cast me not away from thy presence
often hard work. Jesus agonized in and take not thy holy Spirit from
prayer.
The prayers of Gethse- me. Restore unto me the joy of thy
marie drew blood.
These are the salvation, and uphold me with thy
prayers that have power with God free Spirit. Then will I teach transgressors thy ways, and sinners shall
and prevail.
We are to seek His face.
How be converted unto thee."
often in planning for a revival do we
turn our thoughts from heavenly to Then Will He Hear from Heaven
earthly effort, from God to man! We
Having thus examined the condiexpect the pastor to work miracles. tions upon which God bestows His
We send for an evangelist to "get up blessing, let us now regard the fula revival." We forget it is "not by ness of this blessing, as contained in
might nor by power, but by my His precious promise.
Spirit, saith the Lord."
To seek
The promise.
God says "1 will
God's face is to draw near to Him— hear from heaven." Heaven is not
to have Him alone as our dependence. far from earth. It is, however, too
We are to turn from our wicked far for some prayers to reach. They
ways. You are apt to rebel at the must be winged with the strong
insinuation of being called wicked. pinions of faith if they are to peneOur
Alas, that is because you do not know trate to the throne of God.
text
is
proof
that
God
hears
prayer.
your own hearts'
The briefest
catalogue of our sins is appalling. It is His articulate answer to SoloWould you care to write them down mon's humble petition at the dedicain order? Begin, then, with sins of tion of the temple.
omission: neglect of Bible study, of
God will forgive. This should beprayer, of the means of grace, neg- get confidence.
Even that gloomy
lect of interest in your unsaved catalogue of sins which we have just
friend and in backsliding Christians. enumerated, and which has convicted
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Nothing is impossible with Him. We
cannot conceive the infinite resources
of omnipotent power that are reserved for the use of His children.
Remember that His faithfulness
has never been shaken. He is faith ful who hath promised. Not one jot
or tittle shall He vary in His Word.
Remember His willingness to do allthat He has promised—more willing
than we are, even, to have Him do
it.
And remember that in the divine economy faith is the lever and
prayer the fulcrum that are to move
the arm of Jehovah. ' Herein our
weakness becomes strength.
Hell Gate in New York harbor was
a menace to the shipping interests of
port. Government decided to remove
the dangerous obstruction.
For
years men tunneled under the river.
They stored tons of dynamite in the
honey-combed rocks. They attached an electric cable to the mines. Upon an appointed day the banks of
the river were lined with thousands
of spectators.
Many were doubtful as to the efficacy of the enginery
to be employed in the destruction of
the mountain of rock beneath the
water.
General Newton, the engineer, brought his little child into the
office where the batteries were located and pressed her tiny finger
upon the button.
Instantly there
was a trembling like an earthquake,
a roar like thunder, an eruption like
a volcano. Sea and sky seemed to
He Is Faithful Who Hath Promised. meet. Hell Gate was no more. A
Consider finally the Author of this little child—and father—did it!—
magnificent movement.
God says Printed by request of H. W. Grosh.
He will do it:—the 'I Am," the omnipotent Jehovah—the same yesterday,
today and forever.
His arm is not
We often read of munificent beshortened. His hand is stretched out quests. I see no munificence in bestill.
In the mighty religious up- queathing your property when you
heavels of history we get a glimpse have no possibility of longer, enjoyof the power of His divine dynamic. ing it.—Shaftesbury.

us beyond the possibility of cavil,
ought not to discourage any one,
since God has flung out this blessed
hope of a Father's forgiveness.
He will heal our land.
The promise is not only to the individual.
Each one of us will be revived; the
families will be revived, the churches, t h e city.
And it will not stop
here, for the whole land will feel the
pulsation of a great work of grace.
Such is the history of the religious
movements that have aifected nations. They have begun in a small
way.
Mighty revivals have germinated from the prayer of a single devout child of God.
In 1857 six
Christian business men gathered for
prayer in a room in the Dutch church
in New York City. Who can estimate
the influence of the Fulton St. prayer-meeting upon the religious life of
America, if not the world!
The
great revival of 1857 began there,
and it is within the memory of some
still living to recall the far-reaching
effect of that religious movement. It
was confined to no location or condition.
It spread from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, until every town and
city in our land was aflame with religions enthusiasm. Nor could the
waters of the sea quench it.
The
tongues of fire leaped across the Atlantic and kindled spiritual experiences that are a testimony to God's
grace unto this day.
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THE DEVIL'S BEST TOOL.

OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.

I t was announced t h a t the devil
was going out of business and would
offer all his tools for sale to whoever
would pay his price.
On the night
of the sale they were all attractively displayed and a bad looking lot
they were.
Malice, hatred, envy,
jealousy, sensuality, and deceit, and
all t h e other implements of evil were
spread out, each marked with its
price.
Apart from the rest lay a
harmless looking wedge-shaped tool
much vroia and priced higher than
any of them.
Some one asked the devil what it
was?
"That's discouragement,"
was the reply.
"Well, why do you
have it priced so h i g h ? "
"Because"
replied t h e devil, "it is more useful
to me t h a n any qf the others.
I
can pry open and get inside a man's
consciousness with that when I could
not get near him with any of the
others and when once inside I can
use him in whatever way suits me
best.
I t is so much worn because I
use it with nearly everybody as
very few people yet know it belongs
to me."
I t hardly need be added t h a t the
devil's price for discouragement was
so high t h a t it was never sold.
He
still owns it and is still using it.—
Selected by Sadie ffossler.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S LESSON FOR
NOVEMBER 19, 1916.

A GREATLY AFFLICTED SHUT-IN.
Mrs. Anna B. Can- of Diagonal, Iowa .-.>
perhaps known to some of your readers.
Among several hundred of variously afflicted ones that I know of and
have written to in past years. I believe
that her sad condition and sufferings are
among the greatest.
Her disease is known as Arthritis Deformans, and pronounced by medical

Topic:—Types of the Tabernacle:—
Continued.
The Coverings, Exodus 2 5 : 4, 5.
Fine linen, goat's hair, ram's skin
science as positively incurable.
Since
October 1906, she has been bedfast and
perfectly helpless; can neither turn, be
turned, or raised up, and cannot use even
a finger as all joints are rigid.
She lies in the same position year in
and year out, unable to move. No word?
can fully describe the condition of he*body, nor the sufferings which she has
gone through.
In a letter recently received from her, she says that her jaw;s
are just about closed, and that it is quite
a task for her to partake of the necessary
food, only in thin bites.
One of her feet has a running sore
which gives her much pain and trouble,
they hardly look like those of a human
being, as they are so deformed.
Her little son does most of her writing
and her husband attends to her.
They
are forced to be dependent, which makeo
it doubly hard.
She is a most noble
Christian woman, possessing literary and
poetical talents of a high order, that shj
uses for the glory of God in sending her
songs and other printed compositions out
to the world that the lost ones may learn
to know Jesus and His love. She would
be greatly pleased to receive cheerful
comforting letters, cards and any other
help, that your good sympathetic readers
are disposed to send her in Jesus' name.
W. R. Smith

The Central American Bulletin
gives t h e population of Honduras as
745,000, and says t h a t 300,000 of
them are Indians, partly civilized but
wholly destitute of the gospel.
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dyed red, and badgers' skins and
shittim wood.
In these materials we have symbolically presented God's estimate of
the human nature of the Lord Jesus
Christ as Son of man.
Fine Linen, white corresponding
with the fine flour of the meat or
meal offering, nothing course or uneven. Leviticus 2 : 1-16, C h r i s t - h o l y
harmless, undefined.
The finest
texture woven in God's loom. Matt.
3 : 17; 12: 18.
Goat's hair represents sin. Matt.
25: 32.
In the sin-offering it was
generally the kid of the goats t h a t
was to be offered.
Christ became
sin for us. Romans 8: 3.
-. ,,
, ,
,
On the great day of atonement,
,,
.„,, ,,
i • .„' ,
,
the sacrifice of the bullock, whose
,, • ,
,
, , . , ,,
,. ,
blood was brought into the TT
Holiest,
»
j
,
•
,
.
• i
e
was for Aaron, and his house, typical
of Christ and the church. Heb. 3 : 6 .
. ,, ,
, _,, . y . c
m,
The bullock represents Christ in Ser,, , , . TT.
,
,
vice, the lamb in His meekness and
,,
-, ,,
• TTIT
gentleness and the ram m His public
f ..
testimony.

M

iers.
He was a stranger and a pilgrim here.
God protected Him while in His
public ministry, John 8: 59.
Find other application?! of Christ's
work as applied to the above.
—«-*->«
YOUNG PEOPLE'S LESSOH FOR
NOVEMBEE 26. 1916.
—
Topic:—Types of the Tabernacle:—
^ n e Coverings continued.
The

Tabernacle and Tent may also
regarded as typical of the church
in its
P r e s e n t wilderness condition.
Rom
15:
4
Fine linen, typical of the church,
. , , , . ,,
„ . ...
,-,
looked at m the Spirit, regenerated
,
,.„ ,., .; TT ,.•• J?, ' J
,
and sanctified by the Holy Ghost, and
, , ,,
;
- „, . ,
£
conformed to the example of Christ.
^
IQ-S- 7-1^14
„' . , ' , ' .
',', • .' ..
,
,
Goat s hair, emblematic of what
,- ,
, ,,
„ ,
...
we truly are in the flesh; whilst
~, . ,
,
, . , ,.,
Christ was only made m the likeness
„ .,
,
. .,
, ., ,
T, .
of it.
It is also similar to the two
.
, ,
.,, ,
•„
wave loaves baken with leaven (Lev.
As the lamb He increased in wis- 2 3 . 1 ? ) r e p r e s e n t t n g the church of
dom and stature, and in favor with t h e
composed
nt
dispensation;
God and m a n ; but as the ram, the o f J e w a n d G e n t i l e > n o t s i n l e s s a c .
world hated Him, because he testifi- c o r d i n g t o t h e flesh> b u t c o n s c i o u s o f
ed of it t h a t the works thereof were a n d c o n f e s s i n g the law of sin which
evil.
Matt. 2 3 : 1-39.
Rom, 7.
i s fc t h e i r m e m b e r s .
Christ the faithful witness by testR a m > s s k i n s dyed red, as in Leviimony sealed with His own blood, ticus 23, the two wave loaves were
F i r s t parents coats of skins and Jos- accompanied by various sacrifices, so
eph's many colored coat dipped in here the goats' hair curtains were
blood, are typical of Christ, the covered over with the r a m s ' skin
s
Ram's skin dyed red.
Thus while we confess
dyed red.
Badgers skins represents strength our sinfulness, we realize t h a t the
and durability, protection from the blood of Jesus Christ, God's Son,
forces of nature, from evil and harm, cleanseth us from all sin; t h a t our
Ezek. 16: 10.
The external cover- iniquity is forgiven, our sin covered,
ing of the tabernacle.
This sugBadgers' skins.—Whilst seeking a
gests the outward appearance of city yet to come, we confess t h a t we
Jesus of Nazareth.
His outer gar- are strangers and pilgrims here. Heb.
ments were divided among the sold- 1 3 : 13, 14.
be
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Shittim wood.—Though now by divine grace children of God, yet having been formed in sin shapen in iniquity, and by nature children of
wrath even as others, there was need
of the regenerating power of the
Holy Ghost, and of
redemption
through the blood of the Lamb.
The church is composed of sinners
saved by grace.
Passages illustrating the above
t r u t h s should be sought out and considered in connection with the lesson.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S LESSONS FOE
DECEMBER 3, 1916.
Topic:—Types and Shadows, The Significance of Oil.
Oil for the light Ex. 25: 6; 3 5 : 814, 26; 3 9 : 37,.
Oil is typical of the Holy Spirit,
Zech. 4 : 1-6. The lamp stand represents Christ, Psalms 36: 9.
The use of oil for light presumes
a darkened condition, as t h a t of
every sinner, Eph. 5:14; 2:5.
The
spirit filled Christian is to be the
light of the world, John 8: 12; Eph.
5: 8; II Peter 1: 19.
As oil is necessary for the lamp
to produce light so the Holy Spirit
is essential to enlighten the unsaved,
John 16: 7-8. to the Christian, John
12: 36; I John 1: 7.
"Sin makes us ugly, but the grace
of God makes us good looking."
The lamp was to burn continually
Ex. 27: 20, 21,
The minister needs the oil to
preach (I Peter 4 : 10, 11), and the
congregation needs the oil to listen
(Acts 10: 33>,
Note:—The leader and members
of the society should find other re-
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ferences which illustrate oil as being
typical of the Holy Spirit.
The
outline should not be considered in
the light of predigested food, but a
guide for prayerful Bible study.
YOUNG PEOPLE'S LESSONS FOE
DECEMBER 10, 1916.

Topic:—Types and Shadows, The
Significance of Oil—continued.
Oil for Anointing, Ex. 2 5 : 6; 30:
22-26.
P u r e myrrh, sweet cinnamon,
sweet calamus and cassia are t h e
product of trees, resulting from vegation and life.
They represent the
excellencies and perfections of Christ
as, Son of Man.
Myrrh soothes pain—Jesus comforts, Matt, 1 1 : 28-30; Luke 2 3 : 34.
Cinnamon sweet and fragrant—Jesus excellent and beautiful in character, Luke 2 : 52; Matt. 22: 42-46;
Luke 24: 32.
Sweet calamus is the pith similar
to the fat of the inwards, burnt as
incense on the altar, and represents
Christ in His internal thoughts, feelings and affections, Matt. 2 3 : 37.
Cassia is the outer bark and represents Jesus in His external character
and daily walk, Matt. 20: 28; 12:16.
And of oil olive a nin.
This pure
olive oil represents the Holy Ghost.
A full nin—filled with the Spirit,
Eph. 5 : 18; 3 : 17-19.
Things to be anointed were: the
tabernacle, tent, ark, lampstand,
golden altar, brazen altar, - laver,
Aaron and his sons.
As time will permit the reason for
anointing the different materials and
persons could be discussed in connection with the lesson.
Do we need the anointing?'
What for, under the gospel?

TIME, DEATH AMD ETERNIT1. to answer; listen, it speaks to thee
today.
Drown not its voice lest it
Let the
Reader: Thy time on earth is speak to thee no more.
short.
The closing year, each set- Heaven and the Hell of the future
ting sun, each tick of the clock, is stand before thee in all their reality;
shortening thy days on earth, and one of these must be thine Eternal
swiftly, silently, but surely carrying dwelling place, and today is the time
To-morrow
thee on—on to Eternity and to God. to make thy choice.
may
be
too
late—one
day
behind
The year, the day, the hour, the motime.
Which
art
thou
living
for?
ment will arrive that will close thy
Which
are
thou
travelling
to?
life on earth, and begin thy song in
To go from the haunts of sin, deHeaven, or thy wail in Hell.
No
bauchery
and vice to the presence of
future hour shall come to bring thee
God
and
the Lamb—impossible;
back to earth again, thou art there
from
the
crowd
of the condemned,
forever for Eternity.
and
the
race
for
gold
and gain, to the
Today thy feet stand on Time's
song
of
the
redeemed,
and the crown
sinking sand; To-morrow the footof
glory.
No,
never!
Except a man
prints remain, but thou art gone—
be
born
again
he
cannot
see the kingwhere?
Into Eternity.
dom
of
God.
Reader,
hast thou
Today thy hands are busy at work,
been
born
again?
If
so,
well; but
thine eyes are beholding, thy mind is
if
not,
the
horrors
of
an
Eternal
Hell
thinking, thou art planing for the fuare
awaiting
thee
and
today
thou
art
ture.
To-morrow all is still; the
nearer
its
unquenchable
flame
than
folded arm, the closed eye remain,
but thou art gone—gone to Eternity. thou hast ever been before.
Halt! Why will you meet God with
Others were once busy as thou art;
an
unsaved soul?
He wills it not.
they are gone—gone to Eternity.
Turn ye, why
The merry voice, the painted clown, Today He pleads.
the talented artist, whose presence will ye die?
made the theatre and the pantomime
an attraction for thee, are gone; "Time's sun is fast setting, its twilight
is nigh,
they are removed far from the reIts
evening
is falling in clouds o'er the
gion of fiction to that reality—the
•ky»
reality of Eternity.
The shrewd Its shadows are stretching in ominous
merchant whose voice was so familgloom.
iar to thee on the crowded Exchange Then haste, sinner haste, there's mercy
is hushed, he buys and sells no more
for thee
And wrath is preparing—flee lingerer,
—he has entered Eternity.
flee!"
And, reader, thine own turn to
enter Eternity will shortly come.
This tract can be had of Eld. £. H.
Ask thyself, "Am I prepared for E- Hess, Grantham, Fa., at 15$! per 100;
ternity." Give thy conscience time $1.30 per 1000.
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BOUND IN B U F F LIMP CLOTH, CLOTH BOARD WITH GILT
LETTERS A N D RED EDGES, A N D BLACK MOROCCO
WITH GILT LETTERS A N D GILT EDGES.

PRICES ARE:—LIMP CLOTH BINDING, 15* PER SINGLE COPY,
OR 121* FOR FIFTY OR MORE; CLOTH BOARD BINDING, 35tf PER
SINGLE COPY, OR 30* FOR FIFTY OR MORE; BLACK MOROCCO
BINDING, $1.25 PER SINGLE COPY, OR $1.20 FOR SIX OR MORE.

THESE PEICES ARE NET AND DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE.
REMITTANCES
FOE BOOKS SENT BY PARCEL POST SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED WITH SUFFICIENT POSTAGE, COMPUTED ACCORDING TO THE POSTAL ZONE REGULATIONS.

SHIPPING WEIGHT OF BOOKS AS FOLLOWS:—LIMP CLOTH BINDING,
7 oi; CLOTH BOARD, 10 oz; BLACK MOROCCO, 8 oz.

Orders can be M e d from the following places:—
M. L. Hoffman, Abilene, Kans.,
J. R. Zook, Des Moines, la.,
S. R. Smith, Grantham, Pa.

